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Designed specifically for multipurpose school halls 

and undercover areas, our versatile system,          

connected to 2 speakers on stands may be wheeled 

to any desired area of your school and set up in 

minutes. 

This system will provide clear intelligible sound for all 

of your school’s events from school  assemblies, right 

through to full school productions, sports carnivals, 

Anzac ceremonies and performances including     

visual presentations, movie nights and school discos. 

 System may also be supplied as a fully installed    

option—see below.  

Supplied and installed with 4 commercial grade 

speakers and speaker wall plate, the system is easy 

to use and may be supplied with a host of optional 

extras such as: 

 Portable speaker kit 
 CD player / MP3 
 Bluetooth music player 
 Additional wireless microphones 
 Choir microphone kit 
 

System comes with a 2 year warranty and includes 

onsite training session.  
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Consisting of high-grade components and a simple 

“one touch” operating system our Undercover Area 

Projection Solutions offer schools bright and powerful 

projection with a fully automated electric screen 

and a simple to operate wall connection plate. 

Your investment is protected in a sturdy projector 

cage, guarding it from ball sports or possible theft. 

Our one touch solution eliminates the requirement 

for complex remote control units that are often lost, 

broken or require new batteries. 

Operation of the system is intuitive and requires very 

little staff training. 

Easy to set up and simple to operate LED lights 

mounted on a push up tripod stand. 

 

Supplied with carry bag and floor foot controller, 

lights may also be set to “auto” mode and will move 

to the beat of the music. 
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Our Lighting Solution will add that “slick-wow” factor 

and is supplied with 4 or 8 LED lights and  a             

pre-programmed lighting  controller and full post     

installation training. 

Pre-programmed lighting scenes are accessed by 

simply moving a clearly labelled control lever (fader) 

on our digital     controller option. 

Staff and students will have the option to expand 

their creativity with future assem-

blies, school  productions or awards 

ceremonies. 

High quality lecterns available and may be supplied 

with optional: 

 

 Condenser gooseneck microphone 
 LED light 
 Custom school logo on front of lectern 
 Delivery & set up 
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Each Fold & Roll staging podium may be used       

singularly or join multiple Fold & Roll units simply & 

safely together in a variety of size and shape        

configurations.  

Once the stage is no longer required, storage is not 

an issue as the stage deck units store upright slotted 

compactly together - a minimalist mobile storage 

solution. 

Optional stage skirting and backdrop curtains also 

available on request. 

Basic solution consists of 3 x 2400 x 1200mm podiums 

and delivery to school. 

Our Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Solutions consist of 

an  Epson Ultra Short Throw interactive projector 

mounted above a porcelain white board.  

A wall mounted input plate allows the presenter to 

plug in their computer/laptop and annotate over 

their presentation using finger or supplied electronic 

pens. (Note: not all models have finger touch        

capability) 

Speakers mounted either side of the projector       

provide crisp, clear audio throughout the classroom. 

3,200, 3,500 or 3,800 ansi lumens (brightness) models 

available - selection will depend on amount of    

ambient light in classroom. 
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We specialise in interactive LED technology and can 

offer varying screen sizes ranging from 55 to 75 inch 

and large format 86 and 98 inch options. 

Wall mount or mobile trolley options are available to 

suit your school. 

All of our EduTouch panels come standard with: 

•  EasiNote  Software 

•  Perceptual Skills 

 Read Me Literacy 

 Snowflake Multiteach 5 

Our LED panels may also be supplied on sturdy, safe and easy to 

manoeuvre mobile trolleys. 

 

Trolleys may be adjusted vertically at the touch of a button for our 

premium electric model.  
 

Over $3,500.00 of 

software…. 

ABSOLUTELY FREE!!! 



 

Various size options available with a “cabled”        

microphone. 

All are re-chargeable and can run for up to 7 hours 

on a single charge. 

Ideal for classrooms, small gatherings or post school 

meetings. 

Wireless options also available. 

The EduTouch Kindy Solution is designed specifically 

for use within the Kindergarten & Pre-School            

environment.  

An EduTouch 55” Panel is mounted securely to a  

Kindy trolley finished in a natural beech wood colour 

(pictured) .  

The education software included with the EduTouch 

Kindy Solution provides teachers with a fully             

interactive education solution with the flexibility of 

using your existing software . 
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For general school use we offer medium to larger 

options with the ability to cover larger audience    

sizes. Additional extension speakers or “sports     

speaker kits” further offer the ability to cover larger    

outdoor events such as sporting carnivals. 

Optional extras: 

 Protective speaker covers 

 Speaker stand 

 Varying wireless microphone options 

 Sports speaker kits 

Portable, rechargeable PA systems available with 

choice of either: 

 Hand held wireless or 

 Head worn wireless 
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Professionally installed Stage Curtains will complete 

your school’s stage area and improve the sound by 

reducing reverberation and feedback.  

Our experienced design & installation team know 

how to transform a space such as a gym, school   

auditorium or undercover area into an exciting,  

genuine theatrical environment! 

Never miss another school bell 

We custom design & install effective and simple to 

use Automated School Bell / Paging & Lockdown 

Systems, complete with Alert Tone Generators. 

You can even have music 

as your school bell or alert 

sound. 

Gooseberry Hill Primary School 

Undercover Area 

Koondoola Primary  School 

School Hall 
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Acoustic Panels help reduce noise in the classroom 

and makes it easier for students to focus & learn. 

The panels come in a range of different shapes 

and sizes and can be installed throughout the 

classroom to absorb any unwanted echo or         

reverberation within the classroom. Once the    

panels are installed you will Immediately notice 

change in the noise energy. 

 

The finish is high quality soft material interior design              

standard, so not only will they perform sonically, 

but also  visually.  

 

They can be placed on walls and ceiling for effect. 

STANDARD COLOURS 

(Other colour options available) 

Kalamunda Primary School 
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3 Monkeys AV can cover all your video conferencing requirements including, audio, video,  

control systems and provide all in one solutions and custom designed installed packages.  

We offer packages to match the size of the room, acoustic environment and connection form.  
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 We use top AV brands with proven performance and 

reliability. 

 Many of our AV items are specifically designed for 

schools, such as our interactive LED and Whiteboard  

solutions and Triple P.A System. 

 Every AV system is assembled and tested in our         

workshop by qualified technicians before installing in 

your school in order to minimize any potential AV    

problems occurring later. 

 As school AV specialists, all of our equipment has been 

thoroughly road tested and proven by our existing client 

base. 

 3 Monkeys AV is at the forefront of school audiovisual 

technology, bringing you the latest time saving and 

breakthrough educational systems. 

 Our AV specialist team have over 80 years collective     

experience. 

 With over 10,000 AV installations and hire jobs, our          

consultants and technicians know the best solutions for 

your school. 

 To determine the best products and systems for your 

school, we conduct a unique 3 Stage “School AV          

System Analysis and Plan”.  This involves: 

 

1. Site meeting to identify your needs 

2. Preparation of a plan (proposal, budget,                      

implementation timeline) 

3. Presentation to explain your various options. 

 Our installation technicians are fully employed (not  

contractors), ensuring quality control on our              

workmanship and installation. 

 With ex teachers on staff, our design and installation 

takes into account many “teaching requirements” that 

others are unaware of. 

 Our project manager and technicians are conscious of 

minimizing disruptions during installation periods. 

 We believe in leaving your environment as we found it, 

so our installers carry vacuums, drop sheets, dust pans 

and brushes. 

 Your AV install will have a neat, tidy & clean finish, with 

all cables hidden or contained within conduits or ducts. 
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 All our school AV installs include comprehensive training 

to ensure your staff get the full benefit of the equipment 

and system. 

 As specialists in school AV, we have both AV trainers 

and ex teachers to educate your teachers your    

teachers in using the audiovisual equipment effectively. 

 As schools are our focus, we are committed to providing 

regular ongoing phone and face to face support. 

 Whilst many others sell AV product and move on, 3   

Monkeys AV will provide timely support, customer ser-

vice and troubleshooting for the life of your AV        

equipment & systems. 

 3 Monkeys AV is a team of specialists who have worked in all areas of audiovisual in Perth over the 

last 25 years. 

 

 All our staff are well presented, wear company uniform, mind their language and remember their 

working environment is your school. 

 

 Our company is fully insured and professionally run. We carry licenses with APRA and ACMA. 

 

 Our specialist staff are all police cleared, hold Working With Children Checks and have completed 

all relevant safety training. 

 

 You will be looked after by a WA owned and operated team that cares about your school and 

teachers. 
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First up, we visit your School and assess your needs and or frustrations with your existing  

system.  

 

We take digital photographs, measurements and discuss what it is you would like to 

achieve, review different options available for your budget and then provide our          

recommendations. 

Following your System Analysis we go back to our office and custom 

design a system for you taking into account specific requirements and 

other important factors such as functionality, ease of use and          

aesthetics. 

 

Our design team will use their 80 years of combined industry experi-

ence to produce a system schematic illustrating interconnection and 

layout. 

 

So that you have a clear understanding of the proposed AV system, we 

present you with a detailed “System Plan & Proposal” including system 

design options, product information and budget options. 

 

Any additions or alterations are considered and if required, we adjust 

the proposal accordingly. 

 

Our 3 Stage Analysis ensures the system we recommend meets your 

requirements and budget whilst considering implementation timelines 

(not worked out after the sale) in order to supply you with all the        

information to make a fully informed decision. 

Call 9228 1681 to discuss your school’s AV requirements. From this conversation, we can either 

organise an immediate proposal for simpler requests or book your FREE                            

“School AV System Analysis and Plan”.  




